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Thursday – Wetlands, Ponds, Vernal Pools, OH MY! 
All Ages 

 

CREATE AN UNDERWATER WORLD WITH BUBBLES 
 

What you Need 
Recycled plastic bottle with a nozzle (water bottles, juice containers, ketchup bottles, etc.)  

Small piece of fabric to cover the cut portion of the bottle (Old t-shirt fabric/sock/mesh bag) 

Rubber bands 

Blue, green, purple: paint, food coloring, or water colors (dried markers soaked in water also work)   

White or light-colored paper (thicker paper works best)  

Dish soap or laundry soap  

Construction paper or magazines to create plants, fish, and animals for the underwater scene. 

Glue and scissors 

 

Jump Start the Exploration 
A bubble forms when gas is trapped inside a liquid. In underwater habitats, bubbles are formed when air 
gets pushed under the water due to wind, waves, or when we jump into the water. Bubbles are also 
formed underwater by plants and animals. Plants create bubbles during the process of photosynthesis 
and animals that breathe air blow out bubbles as they swim. Fish do not create bubbles as they breath, 
however they do sometimes burp bubbles. The bubble comes from their air bladder when they are 
inflating or deflating it. Water boatmen, a common aquatic insect in ponds and lakes, carry air bubbles 
on their abdomens when they dive underwater and use the bubble to breath.  

 

What lives underwater in a pond? In a stream? In the ocean? 

What else is at the bottom of a pond? In a stream? In the ocean? 

What kind of underwater habitat scene are you going to create? 

 
Staying Safe 
Be sure to ask for help from an adult for cutting if needed. 

Best done outside or on large tarp. 
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DIRECTIONS 
1. Cut the plastic bottle about 3 inches from the nozzle (the part you drink from). Recycle the bottom 

part of the bottle and keep the nozzle part.  
 

2. Take the fabric and stretch it over the wide non-nozzle end of the bottle. Secure it with a rubber 
band.   
 

3. In a bowl mix soap and water (1-part dish soap to 2-parts water).  
 

4. Add a few drops of food coloring or paint to the mixture. If you are using old markers, have them 
soak in the water until desired color. Repeat in a separate bowl for each color you would like to use. 
 

5. Press the end of the water bottle with the cloth into the soap and paint mixture, just enough to get 
the cloth wet. 
 

6. Blow into the mouth piece and watch as a bubble tower starts to form.   
 

7. Pop the colorful bubbles on a piece of thick paper and watch the design it makes.  
 

8. Let the bubble background dry. 
 

9. Cut-out shapes for your underwater scene: fish, snails, plants, diving birds, salamanders, etc.  
 

10. Animals and plants can also be painted or drawn on top of the bubble background. 
 

11. Optional: Try different colors and different fabrics to create new scenes. 
 
 

Talk About Your Learning 
How does it help the earth to reuse items? 

How much waste did we make during this project?  

Water bottles and other plastics often pollute rivers, streams, lakes, and oceans. How can you re-use or 
reduce other plastics items? 

What other recycled materials can you use?   

 
Additional Resources 
Recycled Bubble Art 

Kids Discover: The Science Behind Bubbles 

The New York Times: Come Up for Air? Not These Insects, Which Carry a Bubble as a Lung  

Commotion in the Ocean by Giles Andreae 

Project Wet: Discover the World of Water  

New England Aquarium: Become a Tank Expert 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuvTv7kgGno
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/teacherresources/bubbles-for-kids/
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/12/science/12insect.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pRhgZ8Jffs
https://www.discoverwater.org/
https://www.neaq.org/visit/at-home-events-and-activities/activity-tank-expert/

